Board members present introduced themselves: Tim Nelson, Sally Westby, Louise Soumi, Marj Ryan, Bob Hewitt, Jesse Neihart, Bill Dunn, Bob Reid

Bob Hewitt gave a report on the tree planting from last year with a low survival rate of about 50% because of the extremely dry conditions. Tree planting will again take place this year and hopefully with better results.

Bob Reid gave a report on the development in the sawmill bay hillsides area and discussion took place regarding houses being constructed too close to the ridgeline and what could be done about houses that stick out “like sore thumbs”. It was recommended that with final plat approvals happening in the near future that it was our chance to contact the county board about placing design protections/restrictions regarding the above issues on the development. Bob volunteered to draft a letter that people could send to the zoning board in regards to this issue. Names and addresses of county board zoning officials could be found on the Cook County web site.

Bill Dunn gave a summary of by-laws changes the board was still considering including names changes and voting right changes. The membership was vocal in their disagreement with the name change and two members offered to help with drafting any changes. The elimination of term limits was also discussed.

Dry Hydrants- Paul Nelson spoke about the dry hydrant that was placed on the lake at the public landing and how it came to be. Paul also went into detail about the extremely dry conditions around the area and burning restrictions. He gave details about the gunflint fire and how firewise principals helped save many cabins around the lakes. He gave a strong recommendation to follow the instructions given by firewise to help prepare our own cabins for such a catastrophe.

Jesse Neihart presented a very thorough slide show of exotics in Minnesota and exotics that are either near our lake or encroaching on our lake area. Mostly, we all need to be vigilant in transporting boats and objects from our homes to the cabin and vice-versa. That is the primary way in which exotics are transported.

Sally Westby offered her dock as a place to measure water levels and has contacted the DNR to set up the measurement instrument.

Discussion was had in regards to the thorough water quality sampling that Pat Vaughan has implemented in our lake. Funding is being sought after for this sampling. Dave Stark has been training people around the area to do sampling on other lakes for this very important data collection program.
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